New Las Vegas Club Will Ban “Mainstream Records” And “Lazy Artists”
February 1, 2014 By Sierra Rose
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A new after hours club will be opening February 1st on the infamous Las Vegas strip and they plan to put an end to all of the generic
sounds in Sin City. AFTER, the club, will be holding it down for the underground by enforcing some strict rules on the kind of sound they
want their party goers dancing to from 3:30 – 8:30AM on Saturday nights (Sunday mornings if we want to get technical). Check out
AFTER’s list of “DJ Rules AFTER 3AM” above.
Important Note: WhiteRaverRafting got in touch with the Mira, the Marketing Director for AFTER Las Vegas, to find out if this photo is
legitimate. She was kind enough to inform us that the “DJ Rules AFTER 3AM” rules were created by AFTER’s Managing Partner, Thom
Svast. She also said, “Yes, they are real (with a sense of dry humor of course), and they will be posted in our DJ booth, starting with our
grand opening is tomorrow night, Saturday February 1st.”
This picture of AFTER’s DJ booth rules has been circling Twitter and has people rejoicing:

As previously mentioned, AFTER’s grand opening is February 1st , tonight, and will offer sets from their two resident DJ’s, Black Boots
and Spacebrydz. A set from Los Angelos DJ/producer Steve Prior is also on the menu. And once their patio opens in March, Brett Rubin
will join the resident team. AFTER is located inside the Tommy Wind Theatre, formally known as the Utopia/Empire Ballroom. All locals
and ladies will receive free entry, with a minuscule rate of $20 for non local males.

Connect with AFTER:
Facebook: facebook.com/afterlasvegas
Twitter: @afterlasvegas
Website: www.afterlasvegas.com
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Sierra Rose
I take pride in my Wisconsin roots and can be found dancing around the city of
Chicago. I love bass, cats, and good vibes. So if you're down, come with me.
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